
MATERIALS

CERUS SCARF

MATERIALS
4 balls of Rowan Tapestry (131 yds/120 m 
per ball) in color 170 or 450 yds/411 m of 
a similar yarn (see 
http://www.theyarniad.com/2011/ 
09/cerus-yarn-substitutions.html)
US 8 (5mm) circular needle, at least 40” 
Tapestry Needle (for weaving ends)

GAUGE
26 sts per 4”/ 10 cm in Linen St (row 
gauge is not important).  Note: Tapestry 
has an advertised gauge of 22 sts per 4”/ 
10 cm in Stockinette with US 6 needles10 cm in Stockinette with US 6 needles

FINISHED SIZE
7.25 x 54”/18.5 x 137 cm

ABBREVIATIONS
CO cast on
k k itk knit
p purl
RS right side
sl slip (as if to purl)
st(s) stitch(es)
wyif with yarn in front
wyib with yarn in backy y

NOTES
This scarf is worked in Linen Stitch 
lengthwise: each row is worked across the 
entire length of the scarf, rather than 
along the width. For a longer or shorter 
scarf cast on more/fewer stitches For ascarf, cast on more/fewer stitches. For a 
thicker or thinner scarf, work more/fewer 
rows.

PATTERN
Using the long-tail method, CO 355 sts (or number desired, as long as it is an odd number).
Work Linen Stitch thusly for 7.25” (or desired thickness of scarf):

Row 1 (RS): k1, *sl 1 wyif, k1; rep from * all the way across y p y
Row 2: k1, p1, *sl1 wyib, p1; rep from * until 1 st remains, k1 

Bind off all sts in Linen Stitch on next RS row (e.g. k1, sl 1, pull 1st st worked over 2nd, k1, pull 1st st over 2nd, sl 1, 
pull 1st st over 2nd, etc.) and weave in ends.  Block as desired.
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Thank you for downloading Cerus!

More patterns by Hilary Smith Callis may be found at 
http://www.theyarniad.com/p/patterns.html 

Enter YARNIAD25 at checkout for 25% off your next purchase!Enter YARNIAD25 at checkout for 25% off your next purchase!


